
TRADITIONAL PLANS DEDUCTIBLE PLANS HSA-COMPATIBLE HIGH-DEDUCTIBLE PLANS COST SHARING REDUCTION PLANS
WHA 

PLATINUM 90 
HMO

WHA 
GOLD 80 

HMO

WHA 
SILVER 70 

HMO

WHA SILVER 70 
OFF EXCHANGE 

HMO

WHA 
BRONZE 60 

HMO

WHA 
MINIMUM 

COVERAGE HMO

WHA 
BRONZE 60 
HDHP HMO

ADVANTAGE WHA 
SILVER 3600 
HDHP HMO

ADVANTAGE 
WHA BRONZE 

6500 HDHP HMO

WHA 
SILVER 94 

HMO

WHA 
SILVER 87 

HMO

WHA 
SILVER 73 

HMO
AGE *available direct only AGE *available direct only *available only from Covered CA
0-14 $347.62 $320.48 $313.77 $267.16 $204.89 $176.45 0-14 $209.71 $247.08 $220.86 $313.77 $313.77 $313.77

15 $378.51 $348.97 $341.66 $290.91 $223.10 $192.14 15 $228.36 $269.04 $240.49 $341.66 $341.66 $341.66

16 $390.33 $359.86 $352.32 $299.99 $230.06 $198.13 16 $235.48 $277.44 $248.00 $352.32 $352.32 $352.32

17 $402.14 $370.75 $362.99 $309.07 $237.03 $204.13 17 $242.61 $285.83 $255.51 $362.99 $362.99 $362.99

18 $414.87 $382.48 $374.47 $318.85 $244.53 $210.59 18 $250.29 $294.88 $263.59 $374.47 $374.47 $374.47

19 $427.59 $394.21 $385.95 $328.63 $252.02 $217.05 19 $257.96 $303.92 $271.67 $385.95 $385.95 $385.95

20 $440.77 $406.36 $397.85 $338.76 $259.79 $223.73 20 $265.91 $313.29 $280.05 $397.85 $397.85 $397.85

21-24 $454.40 $418.93 $410.15 $349.23 $267.83 $230.65 21-24 $274.14 $322.98 $288.71 $410.15 $410.15 $410.15

25 $456.22 $420.60 $411.79 $350.63 $268.90 $231.58 25 $275.23 $324.27 $289.86 $411.79 $411.79 $411.79

26 $465.30 $428.98 $420.00 $357.62 $274.25 $236.19 26 $280.72 $330.73 $295.64 $420.00 $420.00 $420.00

27 $476.21 $439.03 $429.84 $366.00 $280.68 $241.73 27 $287.30 $338.48 $302.57 $429.84 $429.84 $429.84

28 $493.93 $455.37 $445.84 $379.62 $291.13 $250.72 28 $297.99 $351.07 $313.83 $445.84 $445.84 $445.84

29 $508.47 $468.78 $458.96 $390.79 $299.70 $258.10 29 $306.76 $361.41 $323.07 $458.96 $458.96 $458.96

30 $515.74 $475.48 $465.52 $396.38 $303.98 $261.79 30 $311.15 $366.58 $327.68 $465.52 $465.52 $465.52

31 $526.65 $485.54 $475.37 $404.76 $310.41 $267.33 31 $317.73 $374.33 $334.61 $475.37 $475.37 $475.37

32 $537.55 $495.59 $485.21 $413.14 $316.84 $272.86 32 $324.30 $382.08 $341.54 $485.21 $485.21 $485.21

33 $544.37 $501.87 $491.36 $418.38 $320.86 $276.32 33 $328.42 $386.93 $345.87 $491.36 $491.36 $491.36

34 $551.64 $508.58 $497.93 $423.97 $325.14 $280.01 34 $332.80 $392.09 $350.49 $497.93 $497.93 $497.93

35 $555.28 $511.93 $501.21 $426.76 $327.28 $281.86 35 $335.00 $394.68 $352.80 $501.21 $501.21 $501.21

36 $558.91 $515.28 $504.49 $429.56 $329.43 $283.70 36 $337.19 $397.26 $355.11 $504.49 $504.49 $504.49

37 $562.55 $518.63 $507.77 $432.35 $331.57 $285.55 37 $339.38 $399.84 $357.42 $507.77 $507.77 $507.77

38 $566.18 $521.98 $511.05 $435.14 $333.71 $287.40 38 $341.57 $402.43 $359.73 $511.05 $511.05 $511.05

39 $573.45 $528.68 $517.61 $440.73 $338.00 $291.09 39 $345.96 $407.60 $364.35 $517.61 $517.61 $517.61

40 $580.72 $535.39 $524.18 $446.32 $342.28 $294.78 40 $350.35 $412.76 $368.97 $524.18 $524.18 $524.18

41 $591.63 $545.44 $534.02 $454.70 $348.71 $300.31 41 $356.93 $420.51 $375.90 $534.02 $534.02 $534.02

42 $602.08 $555.08 $543.45 $462.73 $354.87 $305.62 42 $363.23 $427.94 $382.54 $543.45 $543.45 $543.45

43 $616.62 $568.48 $556.58 $473.91 $363.44 $313.00 43 $372.00 $438.28 $391.78 $556.58 $556.58 $556.58

44 $634.80 $585.24 $572.99 $487.88 $374.15 $322.22 44 $382.97 $451.20 $403.33 $572.99 $572.99 $572.99

45 $656.15 $604.93 $592.26 $504.29 $386.74 $333.06 45 $395.85 $466.38 $416.90 $592.26 $592.26 $592.26

46 $681.60 $628.39 $615.23 $523.85 $401.74 $345.98 46 $411.21 $484.46 $433.06 $615.23 $615.23 $615.23

47 $710.23 $654.78 $641.07 $545.85 $418.61 $360.51 47 $428.48 $504.81 $451.25 $641.07 $641.07 $641.07

48 $742.94 $684.94 $670.60 $571.00 $437.90 $377.12 48 $448.21 $528.07 $472.04 $670.60 $670.60 $670.60

49 $775.21 $714.69 $699.72 $595.79 $456.91 $393.50 49 $467.68 $551.00 $492.54 $699.72 $699.72 $699.72

50 $811.56 $748.20 $732.53 $623.73 $478.34 $411.95 50 $489.61 $576.83 $515.63 $732.53 $732.53 $732.53

51 $847.45 $781.30 $764.94 $651.32 $499.50 $430.17 51 $511.27 $602.35 $538.44 $764.94 $764.94 $764.94

52 $886.99 $817.74 $800.62 $681.70 $522.80 $450.24 52 $535.12 $630.45 $563.56 $800.62 $800.62 $800.62

53 $926.97 $854.61 $836.71 $712.44 $546.37 $470.53 53 $559.24 $658.87 $588.97 $836.71 $836.71 $836.71

54 $970.14 $894.41 $875.68 $745.61 $571.81 $492.45 54 $585.28 $689.55 $616.39 $875.68 $875.68 $875.68

55 $1,013.31 $934.20 $914.64 $778.79 $597.25 $514.36 55 $611.33 $720.24 $643.82 $914.64 $914.64 $914.64

56 $1,060.11 $977.35 $956.89 $814.76 $624.84 $538.12 56 $639.56 $753.50 $673.56 $956.89 $956.89 $956.89

57 $1,107.37 $1,020.92 $999.55 $851.08 $652.69 $562.10 57 $668.07 $787.09 $703.58 $999.55 $999.55 $999.55

58 $1,157.81 $1,067.42 $1,045.07 $889.85 $682.42 $587.71 58 $698.50 $822.94 $735.63 $1,045.07 $1,045.07 $1,045.07

59 $1,182.80 $1,090.46 $1,067.63 $909.05 $697.15 $600.39 59 $713.58 $840.71 $751.51 $1,067.63 $1,067.63 $1,067.63

60 $1,233.24 $1,136.96 $1,113.16 $947.82 $726.88 $626.00 60 $744.01 $876.56 $783.56 $1,113.16 $1,113.16 $1,113.16

61 $1,276.86 $1,177.18 $1,152.53 $981.35 $752.59 $648.14 61 $770.33 $907.56 $811.27 $1,152.53 $1,152.53 $1,152.53

62 $1,305.49 $1,203.57 $1,178.37 $1,003.35 $769.46 $662.67 62 $787.60 $927.91 $829.46 $1,178.37 $1,178.37 $1,178.37

63 $1,341.39 $1,236.67 $1,210.77 $1,030.94 $790.62 $680.89 63 $809.25 $953.42 $852.27 $1,210.77 $1,210.77 $1,210.77

64+ $1,363.20 $1,256.78 $1,230.46 $1,047.70 $803.48 $691.96 64+ $822.41 $968.93 $866.13 $1,230.46 $1,230.46 $1,230.46

Monthly Rates for Individual and Family Plans
REGION 2 — Effective Date: 01.01.18 — Plans available direct from WHA and through Covered CA 
unless otherwise noted*. Financial assistance available for those that qualify—see CoveredCA.com. 

• Rating region is determined by the subscriber’s primary residence location.
• Rate table is guaranteed for 12 months. Age rate is based on member’s age as of January 1st. 
• Region 2 includes the following counties: Marin, Napa, Sonoma and Solano. REGION 2 | Page 1 of 2



TRADITIONAL PLANS DEDUCTIBLE PLANS HSA-COMPATIBLE HIGH-DEDUCTIBLE PLANS COST SHARING REDUCTION PLANS
WHA 

PLATINUM 90 
HMO

WHA 
GOLD 80 

HMO

WHA 
SILVER 70 

HMO

WHA SILVER 70 
OFF EXCHANGE 

HMO

WHA 
BRONZE 60 

HMO

WHA 
MINIMUM 

COVERAGE HMO

WHA 
BRONZE 60 
HDHP HMO

ADVANTAGE WHA 
SILVER 3600 
HDHP HMO

ADVANTAGE 
WHA BRONZE 

6500 HDHP HMO

WHA 
SILVER 94 

HMO

WHA 
SILVER 87 

HMO

WHA 
SILVER 73 

HMO
AGE *available direct only AGE *available direct only *available only from Covered CA
0-14 $347.62 $320.48 $313.77 $267.16 $204.89 $176.45 0-14 $209.71 $247.08 $220.86 $313.77 $313.77 $313.77

15 $378.51 $348.97 $341.66 $290.91 $223.10 $192.14 15 $228.36 $269.04 $240.49 $341.66 $341.66 $341.66

16 $390.33 $359.86 $352.32 $299.99 $230.06 $198.13 16 $235.48 $277.44 $248.00 $352.32 $352.32 $352.32

17 $402.14 $370.75 $362.99 $309.07 $237.03 $204.13 17 $242.61 $285.83 $255.51 $362.99 $362.99 $362.99

18 $414.87 $382.48 $374.47 $318.85 $244.53 $210.59 18 $250.29 $294.88 $263.59 $374.47 $374.47 $374.47

19 $427.59 $394.21 $385.95 $328.63 $252.02 $217.05 19 $257.96 $303.92 $271.67 $385.95 $385.95 $385.95

20 $440.77 $406.36 $397.85 $338.76 $259.79 $223.73 20 $265.91 $313.29 $280.05 $397.85 $397.85 $397.85

21-24 $454.40 $418.93 $410.15 $349.23 $267.83 $230.65 21-24 $274.14 $322.98 $288.71 $410.15 $410.15 $410.15

25 $456.22 $420.60 $411.79 $350.63 $268.90 $231.58 25 $275.23 $324.27 $289.86 $411.79 $411.79 $411.79

26 $465.30 $428.98 $420.00 $357.62 $274.25 $236.19 26 $280.72 $330.73 $295.64 $420.00 $420.00 $420.00

27 $476.21 $439.03 $429.84 $366.00 $280.68 $241.73 27 $287.30 $338.48 $302.57 $429.84 $429.84 $429.84

28 $493.93 $455.37 $445.84 $379.62 $291.13 $250.72 28 $297.99 $351.07 $313.83 $445.84 $445.84 $445.84

29 $508.47 $468.78 $458.96 $390.79 $299.70 $258.10 29 $306.76 $361.41 $323.07 $458.96 $458.96 $458.96

30 $515.74 $475.48 $465.52 $396.38 $303.98 $261.79 30 $311.15 $366.58 $327.68 $465.52 $465.52 $465.52

31 $526.65 $485.54 $475.37 $404.76 $310.41 $267.33 31 $317.73 $374.33 $334.61 $475.37 $475.37 $475.37

32 $537.55 $495.59 $485.21 $413.14 $316.84 $272.86 32 $324.30 $382.08 $341.54 $485.21 $485.21 $485.21

33 $544.37 $501.87 $491.36 $418.38 $320.86 $276.32 33 $328.42 $386.93 $345.87 $491.36 $491.36 $491.36

34 $551.64 $508.58 $497.93 $423.97 $325.14 $280.01 34 $332.80 $392.09 $350.49 $497.93 $497.93 $497.93

35 $555.28 $511.93 $501.21 $426.76 $327.28 $281.86 35 $335.00 $394.68 $352.80 $501.21 $501.21 $501.21

36 $558.91 $515.28 $504.49 $429.56 $329.43 $283.70 36 $337.19 $397.26 $355.11 $504.49 $504.49 $504.49

37 $562.55 $518.63 $507.77 $432.35 $331.57 $285.55 37 $339.38 $399.84 $357.42 $507.77 $507.77 $507.77

38 $566.18 $521.98 $511.05 $435.14 $333.71 $287.40 38 $341.57 $402.43 $359.73 $511.05 $511.05 $511.05

39 $573.45 $528.68 $517.61 $440.73 $338.00 $291.09 39 $345.96 $407.60 $364.35 $517.61 $517.61 $517.61

40 $580.72 $535.39 $524.18 $446.32 $342.28 $294.78 40 $350.35 $412.76 $368.97 $524.18 $524.18 $524.18

41 $591.63 $545.44 $534.02 $454.70 $348.71 $300.31 41 $356.93 $420.51 $375.90 $534.02 $534.02 $534.02

42 $602.08 $555.08 $543.45 $462.73 $354.87 $305.62 42 $363.23 $427.94 $382.54 $543.45 $543.45 $543.45

43 $616.62 $568.48 $556.58 $473.91 $363.44 $313.00 43 $372.00 $438.28 $391.78 $556.58 $556.58 $556.58

44 $634.80 $585.24 $572.99 $487.88 $374.15 $322.22 44 $382.97 $451.20 $403.33 $572.99 $572.99 $572.99

45 $656.15 $604.93 $592.26 $504.29 $386.74 $333.06 45 $395.85 $466.38 $416.90 $592.26 $592.26 $592.26

46 $681.60 $628.39 $615.23 $523.85 $401.74 $345.98 46 $411.21 $484.46 $433.06 $615.23 $615.23 $615.23

47 $710.23 $654.78 $641.07 $545.85 $418.61 $360.51 47 $428.48 $504.81 $451.25 $641.07 $641.07 $641.07

48 $742.94 $684.94 $670.60 $571.00 $437.90 $377.12 48 $448.21 $528.07 $472.04 $670.60 $670.60 $670.60

49 $775.21 $714.69 $699.72 $595.79 $456.91 $393.50 49 $467.68 $551.00 $492.54 $699.72 $699.72 $699.72

50 $811.56 $748.20 $732.53 $623.73 $478.34 $411.95 50 $489.61 $576.83 $515.63 $732.53 $732.53 $732.53

51 $847.45 $781.30 $764.94 $651.32 $499.50 $430.17 51 $511.27 $602.35 $538.44 $764.94 $764.94 $764.94

52 $886.99 $817.74 $800.62 $681.70 $522.80 $450.24 52 $535.12 $630.45 $563.56 $800.62 $800.62 $800.62

53 $926.97 $854.61 $836.71 $712.44 $546.37 $470.53 53 $559.24 $658.87 $588.97 $836.71 $836.71 $836.71

54 $970.14 $894.41 $875.68 $745.61 $571.81 $492.45 54 $585.28 $689.55 $616.39 $875.68 $875.68 $875.68

55 $1,013.31 $934.20 $914.64 $778.79 $597.25 $514.36 55 $611.33 $720.24 $643.82 $914.64 $914.64 $914.64

56 $1,060.11 $977.35 $956.89 $814.76 $624.84 $538.12 56 $639.56 $753.50 $673.56 $956.89 $956.89 $956.89

57 $1,107.37 $1,020.92 $999.55 $851.08 $652.69 $562.10 57 $668.07 $787.09 $703.58 $999.55 $999.55 $999.55

58 $1,157.81 $1,067.42 $1,045.07 $889.85 $682.42 $587.71 58 $698.50 $822.94 $735.63 $1,045.07 $1,045.07 $1,045.07

59 $1,182.80 $1,090.46 $1,067.63 $909.05 $697.15 $600.39 59 $713.58 $840.71 $751.51 $1,067.63 $1,067.63 $1,067.63

60 $1,233.24 $1,136.96 $1,113.16 $947.82 $726.88 $626.00 60 $744.01 $876.56 $783.56 $1,113.16 $1,113.16 $1,113.16

61 $1,276.86 $1,177.18 $1,152.53 $981.35 $752.59 $648.14 61 $770.33 $907.56 $811.27 $1,152.53 $1,152.53 $1,152.53

62 $1,305.49 $1,203.57 $1,178.37 $1,003.35 $769.46 $662.67 62 $787.60 $927.91 $829.46 $1,178.37 $1,178.37 $1,178.37

63 $1,341.39 $1,236.67 $1,210.77 $1,030.94 $790.62 $680.89 63 $809.25 $953.42 $852.27 $1,210.77 $1,210.77 $1,210.77

64+ $1,363.20 $1,256.78 $1,230.46 $1,047.70 $803.48 $691.96 64+ $822.41 $968.93 $866.13 $1,230.46 $1,230.46 $1,230.46

Monthly Rates for Individual and Family Plans
REGION 2 — Effective Date: 01.01.18 — Plans available direct from WHA and through Covered CA 
unless otherwise noted*. Financial assistance available for those that qualify—see CoveredCA.com. 

• Rating region is determined by the subscriber’s primary residence location.
• Rate table is guaranteed for 12 months. Age rate is based on member’s age as of January 1st. 
• Region 2 includes the following counties: Marin, Napa, Sonoma and Solano. REGION 2 | Page 2 of 2



TRADITIONAL PLANS DEDUCTIBLE PLANS HSA-COMPATIBLE HIGH-DEDUCTIBLE PLANS COST SHARING REDUCTION PLANS
WHA 

PLATINUM 90 
HMO

WHA 
GOLD 80 

HMO

WHA 
SILVER 70 

HMO

WHA SILVER 70 
OFF EXCHANGE 

HMO

WHA 
BRONZE 60 

HMO

WHA 
MINIMUM 

COVERAGE HMO

WHA 
BRONZE 60 
HDHP HMO

ADVANTAGE WHA 
SILVER 3600 
HDHP HMO

ADVANTAGE 
WHA BRONZE 

6500 HDHP HMO

WHA 
SILVER 94 

HMO

WHA 
SILVER 87 

HMO

WHA 
SILVER 73 

HMO
AGE *available direct only AGE *available direct only *available only from Covered CA
0-14 $377.02 $340.09 $333.40 $283.14 $221.09 $194.06 0-14 $228.47 $261.77 $240.84 $333.40 $333.40 $333.40

15 $410.53 $370.32 $363.03 $308.31 $240.74 $211.30 15 $248.78 $285.04 $262.25 $363.03 $363.03 $363.03

16 $423.34 $381.88 $374.36 $317.93 $248.25 $217.90 16 $256.55 $293.93 $270.43 $374.36 $374.36 $374.36

17 $436.16 $393.43 $385.69 $327.56 $255.77 $224.50 17 $264.31 $302.83 $278.62 $385.69 $385.69 $385.69

18 $449.95 $405.88 $397.90 $337.92 $263.86 $231.60 18 $272.68 $312.41 $287.44 $397.90 $397.90 $397.90

19 $463.75 $418.33 $410.10 $348.28 $271.95 $238.70 19 $281.04 $321.99 $296.25 $410.10 $410.10 $410.10

20 $478.05 $431.22 $422.74 $359.02 $280.33 $246.06 20 $289.70 $331.92 $305.38 $422.74 $422.74 $422.74

21-24 $492.83 $444.56 $435.81 $370.12 $289.00 $253.67 21-24 $298.66 $342.18 $314.82 $435.81 $435.81 $435.81

25 $494.80 $446.34 $437.55 $371.60 $290.16 $254.68 25 $299.85 $343.55 $316.08 $437.55 $437.55 $437.55

26 $504.66 $455.23 $446.27 $379.00 $295.94 $259.76 26 $305.83 $350.39 $322.38 $446.27 $446.27 $446.27

27 $516.49 $465.90 $456.73 $387.88 $302.87 $265.84 27 $312.99 $358.61 $329.94 $456.73 $456.73 $456.73

28 $535.71 $483.23 $473.73 $402.32 $314.14 $275.74 28 $324.64 $371.95 $342.21 $473.73 $473.73 $473.73

29 $551.48 $497.46 $487.67 $414.16 $323.39 $283.85 29 $334.20 $382.90 $352.29 $487.67 $487.67 $487.67

30 $559.36 $504.57 $494.65 $420.08 $328.02 $287.91 30 $338.98 $388.38 $357.33 $494.65 $494.65 $494.65

31 $571.19 $515.24 $505.10 $428.97 $334.95 $294.00 31 $346.15 $396.59 $364.88 $505.10 $505.10 $505.10

32 $583.02 $525.91 $515.56 $437.85 $341.89 $300.09 32 $353.31 $404.80 $372.44 $515.56 $515.56 $515.56

33 $590.41 $532.58 $522.10 $443.40 $346.22 $303.89 33 $357.79 $409.93 $377.16 $522.10 $522.10 $522.10

34 $598.30 $539.69 $529.07 $449.32 $350.85 $307.95 34 $362.57 $415.41 $382.20 $529.07 $529.07 $529.07

35 $602.24 $543.25 $532.56 $452.29 $353.16 $309.98 35 $364.96 $418.15 $384.72 $532.56 $532.56 $532.56

36 $606.18 $546.81 $536.05 $455.25 $355.47 $312.01 36 $367.35 $420.88 $387.23 $536.05 $536.05 $536.05

37 $610.12 $550.36 $539.53 $458.21 $357.78 $314.04 37 $369.74 $423.62 $389.75 $539.53 $539.53 $539.53

38 $614.07 $553.92 $543.02 $461.17 $360.09 $316.07 38 $372.13 $426.36 $392.27 $543.02 $543.02 $543.02

39 $621.95 $561.03 $549.99 $467.09 $364.72 $320.13 39 $376.91 $431.83 $397.31 $549.99 $549.99 $549.99

40 $629.84 $568.15 $556.97 $473.01 $369.34 $324.19 40 $381.69 $437.31 $402.35 $556.97 $556.97 $556.97

41 $641.67 $578.82 $567.43 $481.89 $376.28 $330.27 41 $388.85 $445.52 $409.90 $567.43 $567.43 $567.43

42 $653.00 $589.04 $577.45 $490.41 $382.93 $336.11 42 $395.72 $453.39 $417.14 $577.45 $577.45 $577.45

43 $668.77 $603.27 $591.40 $502.25 $392.17 $344.23 43 $405.28 $464.34 $427.22 $591.40 $591.40 $591.40

44 $688.48 $621.05 $608.83 $517.06 $403.73 $354.37 44 $417.23 $478.03 $439.81 $608.83 $608.83 $608.83

45 $711.65 $641.94 $629.31 $534.45 $417.32 $366.30 45 $431.26 $494.11 $454.61 $629.31 $629.31 $629.31

46 $739.25 $666.84 $653.72 $555.18 $433.50 $380.50 46 $447.99 $513.27 $472.24 $653.72 $653.72 $653.72

47 $770.29 $694.84 $681.17 $578.50 $451.71 $396.48 47 $466.80 $534.83 $492.07 $681.17 $681.17 $681.17

48 $805.78 $726.85 $712.55 $605.14 $472.52 $414.75 48 $488.31 $559.47 $514.74 $712.55 $712.55 $712.55

49 $840.77 $758.42 $743.49 $631.42 $493.03 $432.76 49 $509.51 $583.76 $537.09 $743.49 $743.49 $743.49

50 $880.20 $793.98 $778.36 $661.03 $516.15 $453.05 50 $533.41 $611.14 $562.28 $778.36 $778.36 $778.36

51 $919.13 $829.10 $812.79 $690.27 $538.99 $473.09 51 $557.00 $638.17 $587.15 $812.79 $812.79 $812.79

52 $962.01 $867.78 $850.70 $722.47 $564.13 $495.16 52 $582.98 $667.94 $614.54 $850.70 $850.70 $850.70

53 $1,005.37 $906.90 $889.05 $755.04 $589.56 $517.48 53 $609.26 $698.05 $642.24 $889.05 $889.05 $889.05

54 $1,052.19 $949.13 $930.46 $790.20 $617.02 $541.58 54 $637.64 $730.56 $672.15 $930.46 $930.46 $930.46

55 $1,099.01 $991.37 $971.86 $825.36 $644.47 $565.68 55 $666.01 $763.07 $702.06 $971.86 $971.86 $971.86

56 $1,149.77 $1,037.15 $1,016.75 $863.49 $674.24 $591.81 56 $696.77 $798.31 $734.49 $1,016.75 $1,016.75 $1,016.75

57 $1,201.03 $1,083.39 $1,062.07 $901.98 $704.29 $618.19 57 $727.83 $833.90 $767.23 $1,062.07 $1,062.07 $1,062.07

58 $1,255.73 $1,132.73 $1,110.45 $943.06 $736.37 $646.34 58 $760.98 $871.88 $802.17 $1,110.45 $1,110.45 $1,110.45

59 $1,282.84 $1,157.19 $1,134.42 $963.42 $752.27 $660.30 59 $777.41 $890.70 $819.49 $1,134.42 $1,134.42 $1,134.42

60 $1,337.54 $1,206.53 $1,182.79 $1,004.50 $784.35 $688.45 60 $810.56 $928.68 $854.43 $1,182.79 $1,182.79 $1,182.79

61 $1,384.85 $1,249.21 $1,224.63 $1,040.03 $812.09 $712.81 61 $839.23 $961.53 $884.66 $1,224.63 $1,224.63 $1,224.63

62 $1,415.90 $1,277.22 $1,252.08 $1,063.35 $830.30 $728.79 62 $858.05 $983.09 $904.49 $1,252.08 $1,252.08 $1,252.08

63 $1,454.84 $1,312.34 $1,286.51 $1,092.59 $853.13 $748.83 63 $881.64 $1,010.12 $929.36 $1,286.51 $1,286.51 $1,286.51

64+ $1,478.49 $1,333.68 $1,307.43 $1,110.36 $867.00 $761.00 64+ $895.98 $1,026.55 $944.47 $1,307.43 $1,307.43 $1,307.43

Monthly Rates for Individual and Family Plans
REGION 3 — Effective Date: 01.01.18 — Plans available direct from WHA and through Covered CA 
unless otherwise noted*. Financial assistance available for those that qualify—see CoveredCA.com. 

• Rating region is determined by the subscriber’s primary residence location.
• Rate table is guaranteed for 12 months. Age rate is based on member’s age as of January 1st. 
• Region 3 includes the following counties: Sacramento, Yolo and parts of El Dorado and Placer. REGION 3 | Page 1 of 2



TRADITIONAL PLANS DEDUCTIBLE PLANS HSA-COMPATIBLE HIGH-DEDUCTIBLE PLANS COST SHARING REDUCTION PLANS
WHA 

PLATINUM 90 
HMO

WHA 
GOLD 80 

HMO

WHA 
SILVER 70 

HMO

WHA SILVER 70 
OFF EXCHANGE 

HMO

WHA 
BRONZE 60 

HMO

WHA 
MINIMUM 

COVERAGE HMO

WHA 
BRONZE 60 
HDHP HMO

ADVANTAGE WHA 
SILVER 3600 
HDHP HMO

ADVANTAGE 
WHA BRONZE 

6500 HDHP HMO

WHA 
SILVER 94 

HMO

WHA 
SILVER 87 

HMO

WHA 
SILVER 73 

HMO
AGE *available direct only AGE *available direct only *available only from Covered CA
0-14 $377.02 $340.09 $333.40 $283.14 $221.09 $194.06 0-14 $228.47 $261.77 $240.84 $333.40 $333.40 $333.40

15 $410.53 $370.32 $363.03 $308.31 $240.74 $211.30 15 $248.78 $285.04 $262.25 $363.03 $363.03 $363.03

16 $423.34 $381.88 $374.36 $317.93 $248.25 $217.90 16 $256.55 $293.93 $270.43 $374.36 $374.36 $374.36

17 $436.16 $393.43 $385.69 $327.56 $255.77 $224.50 17 $264.31 $302.83 $278.62 $385.69 $385.69 $385.69

18 $449.95 $405.88 $397.90 $337.92 $263.86 $231.60 18 $272.68 $312.41 $287.44 $397.90 $397.90 $397.90

19 $463.75 $418.33 $410.10 $348.28 $271.95 $238.70 19 $281.04 $321.99 $296.25 $410.10 $410.10 $410.10

20 $478.05 $431.22 $422.74 $359.02 $280.33 $246.06 20 $289.70 $331.92 $305.38 $422.74 $422.74 $422.74

21-24 $492.83 $444.56 $435.81 $370.12 $289.00 $253.67 21-24 $298.66 $342.18 $314.82 $435.81 $435.81 $435.81

25 $494.80 $446.34 $437.55 $371.60 $290.16 $254.68 25 $299.85 $343.55 $316.08 $437.55 $437.55 $437.55

26 $504.66 $455.23 $446.27 $379.00 $295.94 $259.76 26 $305.83 $350.39 $322.38 $446.27 $446.27 $446.27

27 $516.49 $465.90 $456.73 $387.88 $302.87 $265.84 27 $312.99 $358.61 $329.94 $456.73 $456.73 $456.73

28 $535.71 $483.23 $473.73 $402.32 $314.14 $275.74 28 $324.64 $371.95 $342.21 $473.73 $473.73 $473.73

29 $551.48 $497.46 $487.67 $414.16 $323.39 $283.85 29 $334.20 $382.90 $352.29 $487.67 $487.67 $487.67

30 $559.36 $504.57 $494.65 $420.08 $328.02 $287.91 30 $338.98 $388.38 $357.33 $494.65 $494.65 $494.65

31 $571.19 $515.24 $505.10 $428.97 $334.95 $294.00 31 $346.15 $396.59 $364.88 $505.10 $505.10 $505.10

32 $583.02 $525.91 $515.56 $437.85 $341.89 $300.09 32 $353.31 $404.80 $372.44 $515.56 $515.56 $515.56

33 $590.41 $532.58 $522.10 $443.40 $346.22 $303.89 33 $357.79 $409.93 $377.16 $522.10 $522.10 $522.10

34 $598.30 $539.69 $529.07 $449.32 $350.85 $307.95 34 $362.57 $415.41 $382.20 $529.07 $529.07 $529.07

35 $602.24 $543.25 $532.56 $452.29 $353.16 $309.98 35 $364.96 $418.15 $384.72 $532.56 $532.56 $532.56

36 $606.18 $546.81 $536.05 $455.25 $355.47 $312.01 36 $367.35 $420.88 $387.23 $536.05 $536.05 $536.05

37 $610.12 $550.36 $539.53 $458.21 $357.78 $314.04 37 $369.74 $423.62 $389.75 $539.53 $539.53 $539.53

38 $614.07 $553.92 $543.02 $461.17 $360.09 $316.07 38 $372.13 $426.36 $392.27 $543.02 $543.02 $543.02

39 $621.95 $561.03 $549.99 $467.09 $364.72 $320.13 39 $376.91 $431.83 $397.31 $549.99 $549.99 $549.99

40 $629.84 $568.15 $556.97 $473.01 $369.34 $324.19 40 $381.69 $437.31 $402.35 $556.97 $556.97 $556.97

41 $641.67 $578.82 $567.43 $481.89 $376.28 $330.27 41 $388.85 $445.52 $409.90 $567.43 $567.43 $567.43

42 $653.00 $589.04 $577.45 $490.41 $382.93 $336.11 42 $395.72 $453.39 $417.14 $577.45 $577.45 $577.45

43 $668.77 $603.27 $591.40 $502.25 $392.17 $344.23 43 $405.28 $464.34 $427.22 $591.40 $591.40 $591.40

44 $688.48 $621.05 $608.83 $517.06 $403.73 $354.37 44 $417.23 $478.03 $439.81 $608.83 $608.83 $608.83

45 $711.65 $641.94 $629.31 $534.45 $417.32 $366.30 45 $431.26 $494.11 $454.61 $629.31 $629.31 $629.31

46 $739.25 $666.84 $653.72 $555.18 $433.50 $380.50 46 $447.99 $513.27 $472.24 $653.72 $653.72 $653.72

47 $770.29 $694.84 $681.17 $578.50 $451.71 $396.48 47 $466.80 $534.83 $492.07 $681.17 $681.17 $681.17

48 $805.78 $726.85 $712.55 $605.14 $472.52 $414.75 48 $488.31 $559.47 $514.74 $712.55 $712.55 $712.55

49 $840.77 $758.42 $743.49 $631.42 $493.03 $432.76 49 $509.51 $583.76 $537.09 $743.49 $743.49 $743.49

50 $880.20 $793.98 $778.36 $661.03 $516.15 $453.05 50 $533.41 $611.14 $562.28 $778.36 $778.36 $778.36

51 $919.13 $829.10 $812.79 $690.27 $538.99 $473.09 51 $557.00 $638.17 $587.15 $812.79 $812.79 $812.79

52 $962.01 $867.78 $850.70 $722.47 $564.13 $495.16 52 $582.98 $667.94 $614.54 $850.70 $850.70 $850.70

53 $1,005.37 $906.90 $889.05 $755.04 $589.56 $517.48 53 $609.26 $698.05 $642.24 $889.05 $889.05 $889.05

54 $1,052.19 $949.13 $930.46 $790.20 $617.02 $541.58 54 $637.64 $730.56 $672.15 $930.46 $930.46 $930.46

55 $1,099.01 $991.37 $971.86 $825.36 $644.47 $565.68 55 $666.01 $763.07 $702.06 $971.86 $971.86 $971.86

56 $1,149.77 $1,037.15 $1,016.75 $863.49 $674.24 $591.81 56 $696.77 $798.31 $734.49 $1,016.75 $1,016.75 $1,016.75

57 $1,201.03 $1,083.39 $1,062.07 $901.98 $704.29 $618.19 57 $727.83 $833.90 $767.23 $1,062.07 $1,062.07 $1,062.07

58 $1,255.73 $1,132.73 $1,110.45 $943.06 $736.37 $646.34 58 $760.98 $871.88 $802.17 $1,110.45 $1,110.45 $1,110.45

59 $1,282.84 $1,157.19 $1,134.42 $963.42 $752.27 $660.30 59 $777.41 $890.70 $819.49 $1,134.42 $1,134.42 $1,134.42

60 $1,337.54 $1,206.53 $1,182.79 $1,004.50 $784.35 $688.45 60 $810.56 $928.68 $854.43 $1,182.79 $1,182.79 $1,182.79

61 $1,384.85 $1,249.21 $1,224.63 $1,040.03 $812.09 $712.81 61 $839.23 $961.53 $884.66 $1,224.63 $1,224.63 $1,224.63

62 $1,415.90 $1,277.22 $1,252.08 $1,063.35 $830.30 $728.79 62 $858.05 $983.09 $904.49 $1,252.08 $1,252.08 $1,252.08

63 $1,454.84 $1,312.34 $1,286.51 $1,092.59 $853.13 $748.83 63 $881.64 $1,010.12 $929.36 $1,286.51 $1,286.51 $1,286.51

64+ $1,478.49 $1,333.68 $1,307.43 $1,110.36 $867.00 $761.00 64+ $895.98 $1,026.55 $944.47 $1,307.43 $1,307.43 $1,307.43

Monthly Rates for Individual and Family Plans
REGION 3 — Effective Date: 01.01.18 — Plans available direct from WHA and through Covered CA 
unless otherwise noted*. Financial assistance available for those that qualify—see CoveredCA.com. 

• Rating region is determined by the subscriber’s primary residence location.
• Rate table is guaranteed for 12 months. Age rate is based on member’s age as of January 1st. 
• Region 3 includes the following counties: Sacramento, Yolo and parts of El Dorado and Placer. REGION 3 | Page 2 of 2


